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2006/2007 UNIZIK POST
UTME QUESTIONS

UNIZIK POST-UTME PAST QUESTIONS FOR FACULTIES OF
MANAGEMENT AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

C. uncontrollable
D. unreasonable

8. Adaobi was sobbed by the door because
Choose the option opposite in meaning to
the underlined word(s)

1. Our government is making determined
effort to eradicate illiteracy.
A. compulsory
B. ineffective
C. innocent
D. unreliable

2. Nnamdi Azikiwe University has a large
intake of students each year.
A. Rejection
B. Product
C. Output
D. turn-out

3. Rita flogged the girl reluctantly
A. eagerly
B. Calmly
C. Furiously
D. laboriously

4. The judge blamed the plaintiff for
misleading the court.
A. defendant
B. Complainant
C. Accused
D. prosecution

5. The demonstrators have refused to call
off the action
A. consolidate
B. Start
C. resume
D. end

6. The policeman was asked to investigate
the matter.
A. Asked about
B. Forget about
C. Examine
D. Inquired about

7. Okoli was agitated when the bad news of
his father's death was broken to him.
A. Excited
B. calm

she has lost her mother's precious necklace.
A. Cried
B. smiled
C. wept
D. laughed

9. His antipathy for religious ideas makes
him unpopular.
A. Remedy
B. consciousness
C. hostility
D. receptiveness

10. For millions of years, the world's
resources have remained boundless.
A. Unlimited
B. scarce
C. indomitable
D. limited

11. The difference between the experimental
procedures was imperceptible to me.
A. Negligible
B. significant
C. obvious
D. obscure

12. I am happy to inform you that your boys
are conscientious.
A. Industrious
B. carefree
C. careful
D. corrupt

13. My father is a very prosperous business
man.
A. Ungrateful
B. unscrupulous
C. unskilful
D. unsuccessful

14. Okezie takes his studies rather lightly.
A. Humorously
B. tediously
C. carefully
D. seriously
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15. The hostess greeted her guests in a very
relaxedmanner.
A. Energetic
B. athletic
C. stiff
D. perplexed

In each of the questions which follow,
choose the word (s) or phrase which best
fit(s) the gap (s)

16. The waves continue to the cliff on
the west coast constantly.
A. impair
B. rub
C. knock
D. erode

B. defused
C. diffused
D. deffused

23. If I had been told of the matter earlier, I
there so late.

A. would not go
B. should
C. will not have gone
D. would not have gone

24. Each of the candidates that came late
to complete.

A. have/this form
B. are having/this form
C. have/these form
D. has/this form

17. The college bus was travelling at a high 25. I know no body has seen any
when the accident occurred.

A. Velocity
B. acceleration
C. rapidity
D. speed

18. You should note that only senior
members of staff have the using the
toilet upstairs.
A. Permission
B. occasion
C. privilege
D. habit

19. The police report was to the eye
witness.
A. contrary
B. inconsistence
C. different
D. congruent

20. The African extended family system
gives security to members.
A. His
B. hers
C. its
D. their

21. I know I read more, but I am
tired.
A. may
B. ought to
C. would
D. could

22. The council chairman the
tension between the villagers and the tax
collectors. A. Dispersed

leopard in this area.
A. so far as
B. in as much as
C. provided
D. even as.

26. Either the chief of the village or the
leader of the famers to be held
responsible for the revolt.
A. Were
B. are
C. is
D. have

27. She asked me whether I the
letter for her.
A. minded to post
B. mind to post
C. minded posting
D. minded to posting

28. How I wish I my mother's
advice.
A. at heeded
B. have heeded
C. heed
D. will heed

29. When we got the president's house, we
were told that he two hours earlier.
A. may have left
B. left
C. had left
D. has left

30. If only Okoro what was good for
him, he could easily have avoided the
tragedy. A. has known
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B. have known
C. knew
D. had known

31. In which of the following economic
systems is the consumer referred to as "The
King "
A. Planned economy
B. Mixed economy
C. Traditional economy
D. Free market economy
E. Socialist economy

32. A normal demand curve .
A. is concave to the point of origin
B. is convex to the point of origin
C. is parallel to X-axis
D. is parallel to Y-axis
E. slopes upwards from left to right

33. The price of a commodity is determined
by
A. the supplier
B. the consumer
C. the quantity of goods demanded
D. the quantity of goods supplied
E. the interaction of demand and supply

34. The International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) is
important to the developing nations because
it
A. gives loans to members for legal
proceedings
B. offers grants and aids for defence
C. enhances financial relationship among
countries
D. offers soft loans for education and health
services
E. offers grants and aids to finance private
projects

35. In any economic system, which of the
following is not an economic problem?
A. what goods and services to produce
B. for whom to produce goods and services
C. what techniques of production to be
adopted
D. equal distribution of goods and services
E. how to ensure the economy grows over
time

36. Which of the following is the most liquid
asset to commercial bank?
A. money at call and short notice
B. treasury bills
C. commercial bills

D. stock and shares
E. cash

37. The drawer of a cheque is
A. the person who are to be paid the sum of
money as written in the cheque
B. the person who takes the cheque to the
bank
C. the bank on which the cheque is drawn
D. the person who writes out the cheque
E. the bank officer who certified the cheque

38. All these are sources of finance to a joint
stock company except
A. bank loan
B. equity share
C. debentures
D. preference shares
E. cooperate thrift

39. Scarcity in economics means that
resources
A. are not enough to share among the
producers of goods and services
B. needed to satisfy human wants are
limited
C. are never enough to share among
consumers of goods and services
D. required to meet our essential wants are
unlimited
E. can be managed if those who use them
behave rationally.

40. Demand in Economics is synonymous to
A. needs
B. wants of the consumers
C. all goods demanded in the market
D. wants support with ability to pay
E. all consumer goods

41. An inferior goods is one
A. that is not had for consumption
B. whose price is lower than the pieces of
other goods
C. that is easily perishable
D. whose demand fall when the income of
the consumers increases
E. that is not durable

42. One major function of the Central Bank
is to
A. mint money
B. hold demand deposits and honour cheque
C. acts as medium of exchange
D. create money
E. control and regulate money supply
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43. Money becomes a very poor store of
value in a period when of
A. deflection
B. stable prices
C. recession
D. inflation E. harvest

44. The real value of money is
A. its face value
B. what it can buy at a particular time
C. its rate of exchange with other currencies
D. its intrinsic worth
E. its rate of circulation

45. Which of the following explains marginal
cost?
A. overhead cost-plus variable cost resulting
from production
B. the average cost of producing more units
of the product
C. the extra cost of producing more units of
the product
D. overhead cost minus variable cost
E. the addition of the total cost resulting
from the production of an additional unit

46. Which of the following is a feature of a
perfect market?
A. large number of buyers and sellers
B. homogeneity of products
C. preferential treatment
D. absence of transport cost
E. perfect knowledge of market situation

47. A stock exchange is a market that
A. deals with the exchange of commodities
B. deals with the purchase and sale of
securities
C. exchange treasury bills and bill of
exchange
D. sells foreign exchange
E. exchanges good and services

48. Which of the following is used to
measure inflation?
A. open market operation
B. cash deposit ratio
C. price index
D. multiplier
E. fiscal policy

49. Income elasticity of demand is the
measure of the responsiveness of
A. price to changes in income
B. quantity demanded to change in income
C. changes in expenditure to changes in
income

D. changes in expenditure to changes in
price of the commodities

50. Budget deficit can be financed by
A. reducing the level of taxation
B. printing more money
C. lending to financial institution
D. employing more workers
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2007/2008 UNIZIK POST UTME QUESTIONS

Read this passage carefully and answerthe
questions that follow

I dare not to lift the veil chat protects our
tribal marriage customs and ceremonies
from the eyes of outsiders. There is already
too little in this world that is sacred; and
what Amina and I were required to go
through during the next week must remain
so. I deeply in debt by the time everything
was over, but I was absolutely satisfied with
my parent's choice. Amina is as black as
satin, and is soft. She had the teeth and
smile of a goddess. The Dapo tutors had
done their job well; she is completely an
efficient lover and mother. l brought her
home with swelling pride, and began at once
to save all l could towards the cost of
acquiring my second wife. My anti-western
revolt was gaining momentum.

1. The evidence would seem to indicate that

A. the author adores his wife
B. he disapproves his wife
C. he thinks she is extravagant
D. he regrets the cause of his debt

2. When the author said "My Western revolt
was gaining momentum” he was referring to
the fact that
A. he did not like polygamy
B. he hated Europeans
C. he did not want to marry another wife
D. he revolted against European values

3. It would appear that the marriage had
turned him into .
A. a good worker
B. a faithful husband
C. an incurable debtor
D. a proud husband

4. Which one of the following is not true of
the passage?
A. the lady was beautiful
B. the marriage cost a lot of money
C. the marriage was according to native law
and tradition
D. Amina never had an issue

5. "Swelling" in the passage means .
A. Jovial

B. great
C. remarkable
D. happy

Choose the option that appropriately
complete each of the following sentences

6. The man fighting is self-defence.
A. in
B. with
C. to
D. from

7. I am not surprised that your view differs
mine.

A. in
B. with
C.to
D. from

8. I can always confide my father.
A.in
B. with
C. to
D. from

9. My father deals general merchandise.
A. in
B. with
C. to
D. from

Choose the option that can appropriately
replace the underlinedphrasal verb in
each of the followingsentences

10. I look up to my elder brother who has
always achieved the best result in school.
A. see
B. entertain
C. visit
D. admire

11. Hardship has forced the man to walk out
on his wife.
A. beg
B. admire
C. desert
D. visit
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12. Bullies usually respect people who stand
up to them.
A. oppose
B. fight
C. run away
D. meet

In each of the questions, choose the
option nearest leaning to the word(s)or
phrase underlined.

13. The Governor told the Chief that he was
only on routine tour.
A. normal and regular visit
B. unplanned encounter
C. Surprise and impromptu check
D. working visit and homage

14. The bay was told that he would need
several pints of blood if he was to survive.
A. many
B. much
C. some
D. plenty

15. The principal told the teacher to stop
browbeating the children.
A. pampering
B. bullying
C. deceiving
D. caring

16. Some actions of the Nigerian youth have
alienated them from those who were
sympathetic to their cause.
A. endeared/kindly
B. confronted/ill-disposed
C. separated/opposed
D. estranged
E. well disposed

17. The essay topic is nebulous.
A. Vague
B. incorrect
C. distinct
D. clear

18. The man was able to persuade his wilful
and obstinate daughter to follow the career
he chose for her.
A. intelligent but arrogant
B. unyielding and obdurate
C. obscure and odious
D. hardworking and intelligent

19. The party gathering was thrown into a
state of euphoria after the result of the
election was announced.
A. pleasure
B. sadness
C. excitement
D. confuse

20. The lecturer was at the apogee of his
career when he was retired.
A. terminal point
B. highest point
C. least productive stage
D. redundant stage

21. The fact that Joseph has inherited his
late father's house is cold comfort to him.
A. wet comfort
B. inadequate comfort
C. appropriate comfort
D. no comfort at all

22. The team has become indomitable quite
recently.
A. disobedient
B. incorrigible
C. unconquerable
D. unruly

23. Frank's aberrant behaviour attracted
some attention.
A. selfish
B. heady
C. abnormal
D. rascally

24. We all like him but his wife is odious.
A. hated
B. most pleasant
C. poetic
D. smelling

25. Moderation in all things was never
mother's watchword.
A. temperance
B. restraint
C. continence
D. abstemiousness

26. Our principal made a few pertinent
remarks and then went out of the hall.
A. clever
B. relevant
C. brief
D. suitable
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27. The teacher emphasized that he wanted
neatness and legibility in all written work.
A. said
B. implied
C. stressed
D. expressed

28. The priest put us to sleep with his
tedious sermon.
A. tiring
B. tired
C. tiresome
D. tireless

In each of the questions, choose the
option opposite in meaning to the
word(s) or phrase underlined.

29. The teacher announced that the class
would be making a fleeting visit to the zoo.
A. routine
B. brief
C. long
D. guided

30. The NAPEP is designed to alleviate
poverty in the country.
A. tackle
B. exacerbate
C. eradicate
D. assuage

31. Mass Communication is predominantly a
female profession.
A. absolutely
B. essentially
C. generally
D. seldom

32. The officer said that he knew nothing to
the detriment of the applicant.
A. damage
B. disfavour
C. advantage
D. background

33. It is rare for a leader and his deputy to
see eye to eye.
A. disagree
B. respect each other
C. be of one mind
D. reproach each other

34. We intend to make the exception for our
students a diurnal event.
A. a nightly
B. weakly

C. a short
D. an annual

35. I am not interested in buying that shirt.
I think it is overpriced.
A. too expensive
B. overrated
C. priceless
D. cheap

36. The lecturer left his job under a cloud.
A. on cloudy day
B. with a clear record
C. disgrace
D. on a sunny day

37. The diminutive figure bounces over the
track with unfathomable lightness.
A. invigorating
D. irresistible
C. predictable
D. impressive

In each of the following questions,
choose the option that is nearest in
meaning to the underlined word

38. Nigeria and the Gambia held bilateral
talk on trade and technical assistance
recently.
A. concerning Nigeria only
B. concerning the two countries
C. concerning the Gambia only
D. concerning Africa as a whole

39. The conflagration engulfed the whole
village.
A. rain
B. flood
C. fire
D. erosion

40. Despite the enormous wealth, he lives a
frugal life.
A. wasteful
B. terrible
C. not pleasant
D. Not wasteful.

41. The supervising principal gave his
speech offhand at the sports meeting.
A. unprepared
B. speechless
C. calmly
D. beautifully
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Choose the word or group of words thatbest
complete each of the following sentences

42. Most friends turn out to be
friends in time of trouble.
A. fear weather
B. fair-whether
C. fare-whether
D. fair-weather

43. It is important that you clear the refuse
in front of your house every . A.
fortnight
B. forth night
C. fourth night
D. fortnight

44. The Governor pledged to the
suffering of his people.
A. accentuate
B. alleviate
C. allay
D. puncture

45. Mr. President is away on in the
USA for two weeks.
A. holidaying
B. holiday
C. holiday
D. the holiday

46. The government bent over to
the demands of the Nigerian Labour
Congress.
A. forward
B. backwards
C. backward
D. inwards

From the words lettered A to D choosethe
one that gives the meaning of the
underlined.

47. A wet blanket
A. honest Person
B. discouraging person
C. lazy person
D. wicked person

48. Dead beat
A. sleepy
B. exhausted
C. bad
D. rough

49. All ears

A. lazy
B. honourable
C. eloquent
D. attentive

50. A gueer fish
A. a lazy person
B. art unfamiliar fish
C. an odd person
D. a trustworthy person

51. Bury the hatchet
A. go frightened
B. buy hatchet
C. try to captivate
D. make peace

52. Take French leave
A. go with permission
B. act in a strange way
C. act carelessly
D. go without permission

53. Smell a rat
A. be careful
B. get into trouble
C. be suspicious
D. observe presence of a rat

54. Strike while the iron is hot.
A. act despite risk
B. act without delay
C. act carelessly
D. act foolishly

55. Blaze the trail
A. fix the limit
B. meet the worst
C. lead the way
D. set ablaze

56. Hang one's head
A. commit suicide while hanging
B. confess
C. feel ashamed
D. stop suddenly

57. Turn the tables
A. reverse a result
B. give prudence
C. undergo suffering
D. act

Choose the word that has the correct
spelling from the following word(s)

58. A. bizarre
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A. bizzare
C. bizare
D. bizzarre

59. A. ecstasy
B. ectasy
C. ecstassy
D. ectassy

60. A. dorminant
B. doorminant
C. dominant
D. domminant

61. In which of the following economic
systems is the consumer referred to as ”The
King”
A. planned economy
B. mixed economy
C. traditional economy
D. free market economy
E. Socialist economy

62. A normal demand curve
A. is concave to the point of origin
B. is convex to the point of origin is parallel
to X-axis
D. is parallel to Y-axis
E. slopes downward from left to right

63. The price of a commodity is determined
by
A. the supplier
B. the consumer
C. the quantity of goods demanded
D. the quantity of goods Supplied
E. the interaction of demand and supply.

64. The International Bank Reconciliation
and Development (IBRD) is important to the
developing nations because it
A. gives loan to members
B. offers grants and aids for Defense
C. enhance financial relationship among
countries
D. offers soft loans for educational arid
health services
E. offer grants and aids to finance Private
projects.

65. In any economic system, which of the
following is not an economic problem?
A. What goods and services to produce
B. For whom to produce rods and services
C. What techniques & production to be
adopted
D. Equal distribution of goods and services

E. How to ensure that the economy glows
over time

66. Which of the following is the most liquid
asset to commercial bank?
A. Money at call and short nice
B. Treasury Bills
C. Commercial Bills
D. Stock and Shares
E. Cash

67.The drawer of a cheque is
A. the person who to paid the sum of Money
as written on the cheque
B. the person who takes the cheque to the
ink
C. the bank on which the cheque is drawn
D. the person who writes out the cheque
E. the ink official who certifies the payment

68. All the following are sources of finance
to Joint stock Company except
A. bank loan
B. equity share
C. debenture
D. preference shares
E. operative thrift

69. Scarcity economics means that
resources
A. are or enough to share among the
producers of nods and services
B. needed to satisfy human wants are
limited
C. are never enough to share mong
consumers of goods and services
D. squired to meet our essential wants are
unlimited
E. can be managed if those who use rem
behave rationally

70. Demand in economics is synonymous
with
A. heeds
B. wants of the consumers
C. all goods demanded in the market
D. wants supported with ability to pay
E. all consumer goods.

71. An inferior good is one
A. that is too hard for consumption
B. whose price is lower than the prices of
other goods
C. that is easily perishable
D. whose demand falls when the income of
its consumers increases
E. that is not durable
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72. One major function of the Central Bank
is to
A. mint money
B. hold demand deposits and honour
cheques
C. act as a medium of exchange
D. create money
E. control and regulate money

73. Money becomes a very poor store of
value in a period of
A. deflation
B. stable prices
C. recession
D. inflation
E. harvest

74. The real value of money is
A. its face value
B. what it can buy at a particular time
C. its rate of exchange with other currencies
D. its intrinsic worth
E. its rate of circulation

75. Which of the following explains marginal
cost?
A. Overhead costs plus variable costs
resulting from production
B. The average cost of producing more units
of the product
C. The extra cost of producing more units of
the product
D. Overhead cost minus variable cost
E. The addition to total cost resulting from
the production of an additional unit

76. Which of the following is not a feature of
a perfect market?
A. large number of buyers and sellers
B. Homogeneity of products
C. preferential treatment
D. Absence of transport cost
E. perfect knowledge of market situation.

77. A stock exchange is a market that .
A. deals with exchange of commodities
B. sells with the purchase and sale of
securities
C. exchanges treasury bills for bills of
exchange
D. sells foreign exchange
E. exchanges goods and services.

78. Which of the following is used to
measure inflation?
A. open market operation

B. cash-deposit ratio
C. price index
D. multiplier
E. fiscal policy

79. Income elasticity of demand is the
measurement of the responsiveness of
A. price to changes income
B. quantity demanded to changes income
C. changes in expenditure to changes in
income
D. changes in expenditure to changes in
price of the commodity.

80. Budget deficit can be financed by
A. reducing the level of taxation
B. printing more money
C. lending to financial institutions
D. employing more workers

81. Indirect rule, as practiced by the British
in West African colonies
A. did not attempt to reform existing
traditional institutions
B. was over glorified and expedient
nonsense
C. satisfied neither the rulers nor the ruled
D. had nothing in common with the "real"
French rule in their colonies
E. meant ruling through existing rulers
attempting to check excesses

82. Indirect rule was introduced into Nigeria
by .
A. Dame Margery Perham
B. Sir Donald Cameron
C. Sir Frederick Lugard
D. Arthur Richards
E. Sir James Robertson

83. The new local Government reforms in
Nigeria .
A. seek to establish uniformity in type.
purpose and functions of local authorities
B. make traditional rulers more powerful
than ever before
C. are a waste of time and the federal
Government's money
D. promote unity but allow for some
diversity in the structure of local
governments
E. would definitely establish clean and
efficient governments at the local level

84. In Nigeria, appellate cases from Courts
of Appeal go to .
A. The Senate
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B. The House of Representatives
C. The Supreme Court
D. The Judiciary Advisory Council
E. The Executive Council

85. Which organ of the United Nations has
primary responsibility for the maintenance
of world peace and security?
A. The General Assembly
B. The Secretary
C. The International Court of Justice at the
Hague
D. The Economic and Social Council
E. The Security Council

86. The term Franchise refers to .
A. French-speaking people
B. property owners
C. the right to choose representatives to the
Legislature
D. the educated electorate
E. the voting card

87. The main role of pressure group is
to .
A. oppose oppressive legislation
B. Protect the Interest of the country against
foreign power
C. resist temptation of gifts made by
multinational companies to Influence their
judgment
D. promote the interests of the political
parties
E. influence legislation in order to benefit
their members

88. A system in which a few powerful and
rich noble own land which is hired out to the
poor people to farm is called
A. feudalism
B. cooperatives
C. socialism
D. communism
E. communalism

89. In a federal state, powers are
shared .
A. between the central government and local
Governments
B. between the centre and other coordinate
units of the state
C. among the federal ministers
D. among the federal ministers
E. equally among the ethnic groups of the
country

90. Which of the following countries in West
Africa has not experienced military
intervention in politics?
A. Upper Volta
B. Sierra Leone
C. Mali
D. Cote d' Voire
E. Togo

91. In the political history of Nigeria, 1914
was .
A. the year in which the British established
their rule over Nigeria
B. the beginning of the First World War
C. the year Lord Lugard effected the
amalgamation of Nigeria
D. the year the railway system linking the
north and the south was completed
E. the year of the first election into the
Legislative Council

92. Which of these leaders rejected General
Charles de Gaulle's constitutional proposals
in 1958?
A. Senghor
B. Sekou Toure
C. Houphouet Boigny
D. Sylvanus Olyinpio
E. Diori

93. Fundamental Human Rights of citizens
are provided for in .
A. The United Nations Charter
B. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization
C. The A.U. Charter
D. Amnesty International Edict
E. the constitutions of the states

94. An electoral district is .
A. a polling booth
B. constituency
C. a ward
D. a local government
E. a subdivision of the state

95. An ideology is essentially .
A. a guide to political action
B. a manual for revolution
C. a curse on political actors
D. a non-political concept
E. negative in connotation

96. The Head of the Judiciary in Federal
Republic of Nigeria is called .
A. Honourable Chief Justice
B. Head of Judicial Service
C. Chief Judge
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D. Grand Khadi
E. President, Customary Court of Appeal

97. A major innovation of the Republican
Constitution of 1963 was that .
A. the Prime Minister ceased to be State
B. The Governor office as the representative
of the Queen was abolished
C. The Cabinet was no longer responsible to
the legislature
D. It introduced the Executive presidential
system
E. The prime Minister was nominated
executive council

98. Nigerian elites agitated against colonial
rule
A. by guerrilla warfare
B. by Civil War
C. through television
D. by bringing governors
E. through newspapers

99. A fascist regime is both
A. fair and legitimate
B. responsive and responsible
C. representative and accountable
D. democratic and constitutional
E. authoritarian and totalitarian

100. Under what constitution did the
supreme court became the highest court of
Appeal in Nigeria
A. Macpherson's Constitution
B. Clifford's Constitution
C. Richard's Constitution
D. the 1963 Constitution
E. the 1979 Constitution
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2009/2010 UNIZIK POST UTME QUESTIONS

1. If the population of a town was 240,000
in January 2004 and increased by 2% each
year, what would be the population of the
town in January 2006?
A. 480,000
B. 249,696
C. 249,600
D. 244,800

2. Joseph bought an article for ₦50,000 and
sold it to Okoro at a loss of x%. Okoro later
sold the article to Godwin at a profit of 40%.
if Okoro made a profit of ₦10,000. Find the
value of x.
A. 60
B. 50
C. 40
D. 20

3. A man wishes to keep some money in a
savings deposits at 25% compound interest
so that after 3 years he can buy a car for
₦50,000. How much does he need to
deposit now?
A. ₦112,000.50
B. ₦96,000.00
C. ₦85,714.28
D. ₦76,800,004

4. Convert 3.14159 to 5 decimal places.
A. 3.14160
B. 3.14159
C. 0.31415
D. 3.14200

5. The length of a notebook 15cm was
measured as 16.8 cm. Calculate the
percentage error to 2 significant figures.
A. 12.00%
B. 11.00%
C. 10.71%
D. 0.12%

6. A worker's present salary is ₦24,000.00
per annum. His annual increment is 10% of
his basic salary. What would be his annual
salary at the beginning of the third year? A.
₦28,800.00
B. ₦29,040.00
C. ₦31,200.00
D. ₦31,944.00

7. Express the product of 0.0014 and 0.011
in standard form
A. 1.54 x 10-2
B. 1.54 x 10-3
C. 1.54x 10-4
D. 1.54x 10-5

8. Four members of a school's first eleven
cricket team are also members of the first
fourteen rugby team. How many boys play
for at least one of the two teams?
A. 25
B. 21
C. 16
D. 3

9. A chord of a circle of diameter 42cm
subtends an angle of 60° at the centre of the
circle. Find the length of the minor arc.
A. 22cm
B. 44cm
C. 110cm
D. 220cm

10. A market woman sells oil in cylindrical
tins 10cm deep and 6cm in diameter at
₦15.00 each. If she bought a full cylindrical
jug 18cm deep and 10cm in diameter for
₦50.00. how much did she make by selling
all the oil?
A. ₦62.50
B. ₦35.00
C. ₦31.00
D. ₦25.00

11. The most frequently occurring value in a
given set or data is the .
A. mode
B. median
C. mean
D. range

12. "Subsistence production" means that
goods and services are .
A. produced for consumption only
B. sold to others
C. sold in the country
D. produced for the market

13. Warehouse facilities in the distribution
and marketing of products are provided by
A. manufacturers
B. wholesalers
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C. retailers
D. advertisers

14. Which of the following is a reward to a
factor of production?
A. interest
B. donation
C. gift
D. subsidy

15. Land is a factor of production because
it .
A. is a free gift of nature
B. contains valuable mineral resources
C. assists in the creation of utility
D. is owned by individuals and governments

16. One of the advantages of large-scale
production is that .
A. there is a rise in the cost of
administration
B. consumers sacrifice their individual tastes
C. the firm can use labour saving machinery
D. the demand for a firm's products
becomes localized

17. Localization of industry" refers to
the .
A. Concentration of the firms of an industry
in a particular area
B. sitting of industries in rural areas
C. even spread of industries
D. government policy of influencing the
location of industries

18. Economists speak about” opportunity
cost" when a consumer .
A. has the chance to minimize costs
B. has to forgo one thing in order to have
another
C. can equate his fixed costs with his
variable costs
D. is able to save part of his income

19. The costs which a firm will incur whether
it is in production or not is referred to
as .
A. average cost
B. variable cost
C. opportunity cost
D. fixed cost

20. Which of the following is a liability of a
commercial bank?
A. deposits
B. money at call
C. loans to customers

D. overdraft

21. The value of money is best determined
by its .
A. size
B. purchasing power
C. portability money

22. Which of the following is a function of
merchant banks?
A. Minting of coins
B. preparation of government budget
C. keeping watch on external reserves of the
country
D. acting as acceptance houses

23. Who among the following will benefit
from inflation?
A. pensioners
B. savers
C. Debtors
D. creditors

24. Which of the following is a function of
the Central Bank of Nigeria?
A. serving as custodian of important
valuables
B. giving advice to customers
C. serving as banker's bank
D. creating credit

25. A central argument of cardinal utility is
that utility is .
A. psychological
B. measurable
C. ranked
D. intangible

26. In a capitalist economy, the economic
problem of what goods to produce is decided
mainly by
A. shadow prices
B. profit level
C. a central planner
D. relative prices

27. Which of the following is an example of
derived demand?
A. Tax relief
B. wage increase
C. labour
D. entertainment

28. At the point where marginal revenue of
a monopolist is equal to zero, its total
revenue will be
A. falling
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B. maximum
C. equal to zero
D. rising

29. In a small-scale business, the fixed cost
is ₦5, 000.00, variable cost is ₦15,000.00
and the output is 500 units. What will be
unit cost on the goods?
A. ₦20:00
B. ₦440:00
C. ₦80:00
D. ₦400:00

30. A well conducted census is important
for .
A. effective defence
B. good economic generation planning
C. effective Revenue generation
D. optimum generation

31. In a free market system, trading can
only take place when the .
A. equilibrium price is attained
B. market is not working efficiently
C. price of a commodity tends to attract
consumers
D. consumer sovereignty is lacking

32. The major role of national legislature is
to .
A. scrutinize and criticize the executive
branch
B. step into political vacuum created by
weak executives
C. expose and supervise the government
D. make laws for the general welfare of
citizens

33. The essence of the Constitution of the
United States of America is that .
A. it is based on the concept that all men
are created equal and are endowed with
rights
B. the Supreme Court is the most politically
powerful branch of the government in the
country
C. it is a peculiarly North American
document
D. It protects black Americans at all times

34. The term "rule of law' means .
A. nobody is above the law
B. everybody is equal before the law
C. we are being governed by lawyers
D. A and B above

35. Another name for delegated legislation
is .
A. administrative legislation
B. executive legislation
C. subordinate legislation
D. all of the above

36. Persons legally qualified to vote for
parliamentary candidates’ from .
A. public opinion
B. political parties
C. the electorate
D. the executive

37. Separation of powers is primarily a .
A. means of ensuring parliamentary
supremacy
B. restriction of the powers of the executive
C. devise to limit the powers of the
executive to enhance individual freedom
D. means of guaranteeing the independence
of the judiciary

38. All federal systems of government
have .
A. flexible constitution
B. industrialized economies
C. written constitutions
D. tour layers of government

39. The independence of the judiciary can
be best safeguarded by .
A. the Public Service Commission
B. a charismatic leadership
C. a system of checks and balances
D. a liberal government

40. When we talk about adult male suffrage,
we mean .
A. all adults can vote
B. all adult males can vote
C. all men who pay tax can vote
D. all men can vote

41. When was the emirate system of
government introduced in Nigeria?
A. 19th century
B. 20th century
C. 18th century
D.17th century

42. In Nigeria, appellate cases from Courts
of Appeal go to .
A. the World Court at the Hague
B. the Senate
C. the Supreme Court
D. the House of Representatives.
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43. Which is the supreme organ of the AU?
A. The Council of Ministers
B. the Administrative Secretary General
C. the Assembly of the Heads of State and
Government
D. the Secretary General

44. The concept of Indirect Rule in Nigeria is
usually associated with .
A. Sir George T. Goldie
B. Sir Donald Cameron
C. Sir Arthur Richards
D. Lord Lugard

45. A good example of a country which
operates cabinet system of government
is .
A. France
B. the United States of America
C. the United Arab Republic
D. the United Kingdom

46. The term 'franchise" refers to .
A. French speaking people
B. property owners
C. the right to choose representatives to the
legislature
D. the voting card

47. Under the presidential system of
Government in Nigeria, .
A. there is no foil opposition in the national
legislature
B. the Majority leader exercises power which
is equal to that of the president
C. The president has absolute power D. the
President of the Senate is the second in
command to the President.

48. The inalienable right of the citizens are
best protected through .
A. mass participation in political processes
B. an independent and fearless judiciary
C. a cabinet system of government
D. a good Head of State.

49. Public Corporations are set up to .
A. make profits
B. compete with the private sector
C. cater for those businesses that cannot be
left entirely to private enterprise
D. get Board appointment for politicians

50. Anonymity of the civil servant means
that civil servants must .
A. serve any government impartially

B. be politically neutral
C. avoid nepotism and favouritism
D. not receive the credit or blame for any
good or bad policy

51. A court order directing a detainee to be
brought to court is called .
A. a referendum
B. summons
C. injunction
D. habeas corpus

Fill the gaps with the appropriate optionin
each of the following sentences

52. I sent news to the press
yesterday.
A. a parcel of
B. a flash of
C. an item of
D. a number of

53. The University has a large collection of
sporting .
A. equipment
B. equipments
C. costumes
D. aids

54. He keeps his clean always.
A. surrounding
B. surroundings
C. premise
D. environment

55. She has a set of gold .
A. eating
B. earings
C. earrings
D. ear-ring

56. I have stopped writing letters of
application because l that all the
vacancies are tilled.
A. have heard
B. had heard
C. heard
D. hear

57. One of the selective marking.
A. school of thought suggests
B. schools of thought suggest
C. school of thoughts suggested
D. schools of thought suggests
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58. From 7 am to 9 am, he hot
chocolate, often not having time for his own
breakfast.
A. is kept busy serving
B. keeps busy to serve
C. is busied serving
D. kept busy to serve

59. Our principal and Chairman of the
occasion just arrived.
A. have
B. has
C. having
D. had

60. A survey of opinions on how pupils feel
about their teachers carried out.
A. has been
B. have been
C. are being
D. is been

61. The Police are looking for .
A. two big cars black
B. two cars big black
C. two big black cars
D. two black big cars

62. Adaobi is dishonest people.
A. to
B. at
C. for
D. of

63. My goats are grazing the fields.
A. on
B. in
C. at
D. into

64. It easier if he told us himself.
A. would be
B. would have been
C. would had been
D. will be

65. The choice to go to the University or not
is .
A. yours'
B. your
C. yours
D. your's

66. It has been confirmed that the election
held in August.

A. will be
B. is being

C. has been
D. have been

67. People who live by what
loneliness is like.
A. each other know
B. one another know
C. oneself knows
D. themselves know

68. You avoid facing the reality of
life.
A. at
B. up
C. up to
D. onto

69. In , we as politicians are
identified with the masses.
A. a more deeper sense
B. a much deeper sense
C. a most deeper sense
D. much more deeper sense

70. In addition, their comments are vague
and abstract, difficult to interpret.
A. which students
B. and students find it
C. so students find them
D. but students find them

71. We are to receive your letter
and to know that you are .
A. happy/in good health
B. grateful/sound
C. pleased/all well
D. appreciative/swimming in good health

72. One of the during the football
match led to a fight between the teams.
A. incidence
B. incidences
C. incidents
D. incident

73. He went abroad with a view
a business partner

A.to find
B.to be finding
C. to have found
D. to finding

74. He had just entered the office
the telephone rang.

A. as
B. before
C. since
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D. when

75. His suggestion is completely the
point and cannot be accepted.
A. to
B. about
C. beside
D. on

76. For he is the Company
Secretary; we shall not have correct minutes
of our meetings.
A. because
B. us long us
C. so long
D. in as much

77. The traditional folktales form an
to the book.

A. index
B. insertion
C. appendix
D. overview

78. The frightening explosion in the factory
whole wing.

A. washed out
B. wiped out
C. rooted out
D. cleared out

79. Our plane was scheduled to at
10.00 hrs but it was delayed because of bad
weather.
A. fly out
B. take off
C. start out
D. move

80. As luck would have it, the weather
brightened almost immediately and after six
hours flight, we at Heathrow Airport.
A. touched down
B. came down
C. dropped
D. flew down

81. Because the referee was partial and his
opponent rough, the loser of the wrestling
match received cheers than the
winner.
A. several
B. many more
C. a little more
D. thunderous

82. Many lives are lost on Nigerian roads
lack of consideration for other road

users by many crazy drivers.
A. in view of
B. resulting in
C. owing totally to
D. through

83. My little boy is hyper-active and he is
therefore prone accidents.
A. with respect to
B. for
C. to
D. about

84. As a result of the injury sustained on the
football field, Ronaldo was with a
broken leg for months.
A. laid down
B. laid out
C. laid on
D. laid off

85. The Principal was able to establish a
functional language laboratory for his school
because he acted the advice of
experts on the subject.
A. through
B. at
C. from
D. on

86. If I were the head of the Department of
Linguistics of a school, I make oral
English a
compulsory subject.
A. would
B. could
C. should
D. might

87. If Tony performs poorly in his
forthcoming examination, then either his
mother or I to blame.
A. must
B. am
C. will he
D. are

88. I was able to my book because
she promised to return it the following day.
A. borrow
B. give
C. lend
D. lease
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89. "You cannot have a vague idea of the
content of this comprehension text unless
you first the whole passage for a few
minutes", said the teacher to his pupils.
A. digest
B. chew through
C. master
D. skim through

90. The Prefect came to the class five
minutes after the lesson .
A. has started
B. had started
C. has been started
D. have started

91. Azuka sings beautifully, ?
A. isn't it
B. doesn't she
C. does she
D. isn't she

92. We couldn't find the official who was to
act as our guide. , he had left before
we arrived.
A. Moreover
B. Actually
C. Nevertheless
D. However

Choose a word or phrase from the options
which has the nearest meaningto the
underlined word or words in the following
sentences.

93. The Minister hit on a plan to retain his
past after many months of lobbying.
A. beat a plan
B. drew up a plan
C. discovered a plan
D. designed a plan

94. The students decided to go without
breakfast in order to save money for the
needy. They decided to .
A. travel and leave their breakfast at home
B. go outside for breakfast
C. go for lunch rather than breakfast
D. forego breakfast

95. John's account with the First Bank Plc is
in the red. His account .
A. was written in red ink
B. is overdrawn
C. is in danger
D. is buoyant

96. He is traveling tomorrow.
A. He may travel tomorrow
B. He will travel tomorrow
C. He has to travel tomorrow
D. He can travel tomorrow

97. He should be able to do it alone.
A. He would be able to do it alone
B. He may be able to do it alone
C. Ile ought to be able to do it alone
D. He will do it alone

98. You can talk to her.
A. You are permitted to talk to her
B. You must talk to her
C. Nothing prevents you from talking to her
D. A and C

99. My mother has refused to come to live
in Lagos because she prefers tranquil life in
the village to the hurly burly of the city.
A. free
B. decent
C. peaceful
D. happy

100. Most of the time my boss tells cock and
bull stories.
A. clever
B. funny
C. unreasonable
D. untrue
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2011/2012 UNIZIK POST UTME QUESTIONS

1. The horse is a winner, .
A. you can take that from me
B. you can say I say so
C. you can take my word for it
D. it is my word against them
E. you may or may not believe it

2. By the end of the next Semester, he
his University education.

A. would have completed
B. will be completing
C. shall have completed
D. was completing
E. must complete

3. The green snake which lives in the green
grass is using a perfect .
A. Ambush
B. Under cover
C. Camouflage
D. Shelter
E. Sabotage

4. As he was still owing me two naira, I was
careful not to him any more money
A. Lend
B. Loan
C. Borrow
D. Extend
E. Credit

5. They went to the market and bought a
suit case and bag.
A. A big leather brown
B. A leather brown big
C. A big brown leather
D. A brown big leather
E. A leather big brown

Choose the word or phrase closest in
meaning to the underlined word.

6. The Bible's prodigal son became quite
wealthy eventually.
A. Prestigious
B. Phlegmatic
C. Errant
D. Pecuniary
E. Extravagant

7. Auto phobia means
A. Fear of Northern lights
B. Fear of flutes
C. Fear of floods

D. Fear of being alone
E. Fear or heights

8. Don't eat just any innocuous looking
mushroom you see around.
A. Harmful
B. Harmless
C. Innocent
D. Immunized
E. Conspicuous

9. One of the surest ways to ensure good
health is to have a wholesome and adequate
diet. A. Palatable
B. Mixed
C. Hygienic
D. Delicious
E. Health-giving

10. John must be happy.
A. I am sure John is happy today
B. John is happy today
C. I hope John is happy today.
D. It is Possible John is happy today
E. John may be happy today.

Choose the option opposite in meaningto
the word(s) or phrase underlined

11. He was locked up for a fortnight
A. Released
B. Punished
C. Remanded
D. Locked out
E. None of the above

12. The retired General became a hard-
nosed officer after fighting the war.
A. Tough
B. Weak
C. Indifferent
D. Bed-ridden
E. Aggressive

13. Coastal plains are often very densely.
A. Weakly
B. Badly
C. Rarely
D. Bed-ridden
E. nicely

14. We cannot but talk about his invaluable
contributions to the affairs of the society.
A. Worthless
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B. Costly
C. Unrecognized
D. Incalculable
E. Unquantifiable

15. The Western allies frowned at their
enemies' indiscriminate bombing of their
territory.
A. Impartial
B. Selective
C. Unprovoked
D. Divided
E. Random

Fill the blank in the following sentences
making use of the best of the options

16. A University teacher is an .
A. Academic
B. Academics
C. Academician
D. Academia
E. Academy

17. The class more girls than boys
this session.
A. comprised of
B. Comprises of
C. Comprise
D. Comprises
E. Comprising of

18. I shall work hard so that I can a
distinction in English.
A. Secure
B. Make
C. Receive
D. Grab
E. Command

19. Students were forbidden any
secret society.
A. From joining
B. In joining
C. To join
D. On joining
E. Joining

20. The Emir and conqueror of the enemy
territories next week.
A. Arrives
B. Are to arrive
C. Arrive
D. Are arriving
E. Are for arrival

21. You can stay here as you are
quiet.
A. As long
B. So long
C. In as much
D. For as long
E. in so long

22. The of what she was cooking
filled the whole compound.
A. Fragrance
B. Scent
C. Aroma
D. Smell
E. Odour

23. Ours based venture.
A. are resource
B. is a resource
C. are resources
D. is resourcing
E. is resources.

24. By January 2013, I ten years
in the service of the University.
A. Should have been
B. Would he
C. Can be
D. Must be
E. Am

25. The incident occurred when the driver of
the car the lorry.
A. Reversed towards
B. Reversed into
C. Reversed to
D. Reversed back into
E. Reversed back

Choose the correct option in the
questions below

26. Production in economics occurs
when .
A. A commodity or service is sold
B. Utility is created or added
C. A commodity is manufactured
D. Raw materials are produced or extracted
from mines
E. 38 All of these

27. An economic problem arises when
.

A. Manufactured goods are in short supply
B. Money is in short supply
C. Buyers are many
D. Sellers are few
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E. Scarcity and choice are involved

28. A commercial bank is able to create
money .
A. By printing it
B. By maintaining reserves
C. By creating a demand deposit as it gives
a new loan
D. by issuing cheques to depositors
E. by borrowing from the Central Bank

29. Which of the following is not component
of National income at factor cost?
A. Wages earned by doctors
B. Rents paid to landlords
C. Indirect taxes
D. Undistributed company profits
E. interest on loans

30. Which of the following is not an asset of
a commercial bank?
A. Cash
B. Money at call
C. Treasury bill
D. Reserve funds
E. Loans and overdrafts

31. Which of the following is not usually the
function of a wholesaler?
A. Transport
B. Storage
C. Advertising
D. After-sales service
E. Branding

32. In a normal (typical) demand schedule,
the quantity demanded is .
A. Directly related to price
B. Inversely related to price
C. Proportionally related to supply
D. Independent of price
E. Solely dependent on haggling skill

33. Invisible trade refers to trade in .
A. service
B. Goods and services
C. Triangle goods
D. Short term and long-term capital
E. Goods that cannot be seen

34. Inflation is likely to benefit .
A. Persons with bank savings
B. Persons employed in financial houses
C. Debtors
D. Persons who live on fixed pension funds
E. Creditors

35. Surplus in balance of payments leads to
.

A. Inflation or increasing prices generally
B. increase in foreign reserves
C. decrease in foreign reserves
D. Government budget surplus
E. None of the above

36. Who controls a limited company?
A. The general manager
B. The managing director
C. The owner of 51% of the shares
D. The board of directors
E. The government

37. The purpose of import duties does NOT
include the .
A. Generation of revenue for government
B. protection of domestic industries
C. Promotion of international trade
D. Conservation of foreign
E. Control of consumption pattern

38. Disequilibrium in the balance of payment
means .
A. Imports of the Country exceeding its
export
B. Overall deficit or surplus in the current
account and capital account of the balance
of payment
C. Capital flowing out of the County exceeds
the capital flowing into the Country
D. Exports earnings exceed cost of imports

39. Differentiated product is the
characteristic feature of .
A. Prefect competition
B. Pure competition
C. Monopolistic competition
D. Monopoly
E. Oligopoly

40. The most important attribute of money
is .
A. Homogeneity
B. Relative scarcity
C. Monopolistic competition
D. Monopoly
E. Oligopoly

41. The most important attribute of money
is .
A. Homogeneity
B. Relative scarcity
C. Divisibility
D. General acceptability
E. None of the above
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41. Nigeria became a Republic in .
A. 1960
B. 1961
C. 1963
D. 1964
E. 1965

42. Nigeria's first senate president is .
A. Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe
B. Akwueke Nwafor-Orizu
C. Senator Pius Anyim
D. Chuba Okadigbo
E. Sir Ahmadu Bello

43. The first Pan-African conference took
place in .
A. 1920
B. 1900
C. 1958
D. 1960
E. 1969

44. Ghana was led into independence by
.

A. Dr. J.B. Danquab
B. Dr. Kwame Nkurumah
C. Dr. K.A. Busla
D. Mr. Akuffo Addo
E. Mr Krobo Edusel

45. Nnamdi Azikwe University is .
A. A private University
B. A faith-based University
C. A state University
D. A community university
E. A federal university

46. The 2011 Women Soccer world cup took
place is .
A. Norway
B. France
C. Germany
D. Brazil

47. One of the following was the Prime
Minister of the Federal republic of Nigeria
A. Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe
B. Sir Ahmadu Bello
C. Chief Obafemi Awolowo
D. Alhaji Tafawa Balewa
E. Dr. Akanu Ibiam

48. The next Olympic games will take place
in .
A. 2011 in Greece
B. 2012 in Lisbon
C. 2012 in London

D. 2013 in Spain
E. 2013 in Berlin

49. One of the following was the female
speaker of the house of representative.
A. Uche Ekwunife
B. Abike Dabiri
C. Patricia Etteh
D. Margaret Ekpo
E. Funmilayo Kuti

50. One of the following was the president
between 1979-1983.
A. Chief Olusegun Obasanjo
B. Alhaji Shehu Shagari
C. Gen. Sani Abacha
D. Gen. Ibrahim Babangida
E. Gen Yakubu Gowon
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2013/2014 UNIZIK POST UTME QUESTIONS

The earthly paradise of Bali and of the South
Sea Islands, and of the gentle, non-
acquisitive civilization of Burma have been
aptly described and romanticized. One can
add to them the Nicobar Islands, where a
small population lives happily on a very low
cultural level. But perhaps the most
remarkable and the least known of these
earthly paradises is the small kingdom of
Hunza in the Himalayas, which was recently
visited and enthusiastically described by the
journalist.
Noel Baber (daily mail, 5, 6, 8 June 1962).

A fair-skinned population of 18.000, they
live in a fertile and almost inaccessible
valley not far from the Sinkiang border,
8,000 fit up. A legend has it they are the
descendants of three deserters from the
army of Alexander the great, who settle
here with Persian wives - which makes one
inclined to believed pacifism may be
hereditary, because they had no war in
2,000 years, they have no money, no crime
and no diseases, they rarely die before
ninety. Their psychosomatic control is
almost unbelievable, child birth is painless
and toothache a joke. they keep their
numbers stationary without contraceptive.
and without abortion, but by sheer
abstinence, though Noel Barber saw the new
born son of a chuckling father aged eighty-
nine. Their diet which consists of apricots
and raw vegetables, may have something to
do with their unshakeable serenity. It makes
one gasp with surprise that human nature
can be like this. One is reminded of Huxley's
island, but unlike the paleness, the Hunza
people have no art, only serenity!

1. It is said in the passage that Noel Barber
has .
A. visited all the earthly paradise
B. Visited only the Nicbar Islands
C. Visited Hunza in the Himalayas
D. Visited Hunza in the Himalayas on 5,6,
and June 1962.
E. None of the above

2. The civilization of Burma and Nicobar
Island are .
A. alike because both are romanticized

B. Alike because both operate at low cultural
levels
C. Alike because one is gentle and non-
acquisitive and the other operate at low
cultural level D. Not alike because Burma
has been described but Nicobar have not
E not alike because the nicorbar island have
a small population and Burma has a large
population

3. The kingdom of Hunza had no war in
2000years. This .
A. proves that pacifism may be hereditary
B. suggest that pacifism may be hereditary
C. shows that Alexander the Great was the
ancestor, and hated wars
D. is because they deserted the army of
Alexander the Great
E. is because they could not fight

4. Why toothache a joke in Hunza?
A. It provide so much fun for the people
B. They joke to relieve its pain
C. Because they have no cure for it, it is
better to joke about it
D. Civilized people must joke when
toothache
E. Toothache is unknown

5. To say that Hunza people have serenity
means that they are .
A. Cultured
B. contended
C. Artistic
D. Friendly
E. Romantic

6. Which of the following statement is not
true of the Hunza people?
A. They have no money
B. They have no crimes
C. They have had no war
D. They live till a ripe and old age
E. They have no diseases

Fill in the blank in the following sentences
making use of the best of theoptions.

7. Neither okon nor his parents the
meetings now.
A. Attended
B. attend
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C. has attended
D. attends
E. had attended

8. The government which recruiting
workers suddenly stopped doing

so.
A. are / its
B. was / its
C. is / their
D. were / their
E. were / its

9. Of course we all saw the culprit
and hit then man on the head.

A. approached
B. approaching
C. approach
D. approaches
E. approaches

10. The imposing edifice a fortune
to build
A. had costed
B. have costed
C. costed
D. cost
E. costs

11. These villagers to grow rice.
A. used
B. are used to
C. use
D. were used
E. was used

12. Three quarters of the hostel
been painted and three quarters of students

moved in.
A. has/has
B. has/have
C. have / has
D. have/have
E. has/had

13. The army officer said that more
would be needed to prosecute the war.
A. guerrillas
B. guerrillas
C. guerrillas
D. guerrillas
E. guerillas

14. If one perseveres, will surely
succeed.
A. she
B. one

C. he
D. they
E. we

15. a motorcycle can be harmful
your health.

A. Riding/ for
B. Riding/to your
C. To ride/ for
D. To ride /with
E. Riding/ with

16. The operations of the bank not
cottage and small-scale industries.

A. does/covered
B. does/cover
C. did/cover
D. do/cover
E. does/cover

17. The match gave the team a chance to
show their .
A. Worth
B. Position
C. Prowess
D. Metter
E. Promise

18. If you saw the photograph of the man
you be able to identify him?

A. could
B would
C. can
D. will
E. can't

19. The woman is one of the of the
society.
A. elite
B. elites
C. elitists
D. elitist
E. alite

20. Four weeks enough for the
police to conclude their investigation.
A. were
B. is
C. are
D. has been
E. was

21. Ali plays violin with remarkable
skill.
A. a
B. the
C. their
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D. some
E. an

22. How is the new editor on with
his work?
A. moving
B. pressing
C. pushing
D. going
E. getting

Choose the word or phrase closest in
meaning to the underline word or phrase.

23. He is a stinger for a newspaper.
A. a financier
B. an editor of
C. a freelancer
D. a reporter
E. a reader of

24. The manager made disparaging remarks
about the retiring officer.
A. rude
B. derogatory
C. parochial
D. cynical
E. careless

25. Teachers of music believe in its
therapeutic effect.
A. healing
B. sound
C. lyrical
D. rhythmic
E. all of the above

26. Adigun is jokes are always puerile.
A. amusing
B. childish
C. empty
D. entertaining
E. enjoyable

27. Let us not indulge in recrimination.
A. indictment
B. accusation
C. counter-accusation
D. unfounded allegation
E. none of the above

Choose the option opposite in meaningto
the word (s) or phrase underlined.

28. After fifty years, he could not find any
one who was contemporary with him at
college.
A. Friendly with
B. contested against
C. strange to
D. belonged
E unfriendly with

29. The president can afford to dispense
with some of his henchmen.
A. advisers
B. detractors
C. body guards
D. sycophants
E. back men

30. The dramatist provided a satisfactory
denouement to the play.
A. criticism
B. introduction
C. audition
D. climax
E. end

Choose the best of the options from the
questions below.

31. Excess demand inflation can be
controlled through .
A. contractionary fiscal policy
B. Contractionary trade policy
C. expansionary fiscal policy
D. expansionary monetary policy
E. none of the above

32. The equilibrium wage in an economy is
determined by the .
A. public service
B. workers union
C. rate of inflation
D. supply and demand for labour
E. none of the above

33. As a firm increases its output, the
average fixed cost .
A. tends to rise continuously
B. remains constant
C. rises and then falls
D. Tends to decrease continuously
E. none of the above

34. External finance for a limited liability
company is mainly sourced through .
A. the leasing of equipment
B. the issuing of shares
C. trade credit
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D. bank loans
E. none of the above

35. As a country gets more developed, the
percentage of labour engaged in agriculture
tends to .
A. remain constant
B. decrease steadily
C. switch over to trading
D. increase steadily
E. decrease gradually

36. The tax levied on goods and services at
each stage of production is .
A. VAT
B. PAYE
C. surtax
D. ad valorem tax
E. income tax

37. A major cause of the slow pace of
industrialization in Nigeria is inadequate
A. skilled labour
B. communal labour
C. raw material
D. landmass
E. insecurity

38. Import duty concessions on industrial
outputs directly benefits
A. manufacturers
B. external sectors
C. consumer's
D. commercial sectors
E. none of the above

39. At the maximum point of the total
product curve of a firm, marginal revenue is
A. zero
B. Decreasing
C. increasing
D. Constant
E. none of the above

40. Given that y= c + 1 where b=0.8, what
is the multiplier?
A. 4
B. 2
C. 10
D. 5
E. 15

41. In a firm, three employees earn ₦5,500
each, four earns ₦3,300 each, two earns
₦5,000 each and one earn ₦7,000. The
mean income of the employees is .A.
₦5,200

B. ₦4,760
C. ₦4,670
D. ₦2,080
E. ₦3,060

42. Given that the total fixed cost is ₦1,000
total variable cost ₦2,500 and the output
100 units. Find the average total cost of
producing one unit.
A. ₦6
B. ₦45
C. ₦35
D. ₦30
E. ₦40

43. A capital market differs from the money
market in that in the former
A. loan sought is short term
B. loan repayment is guaranteed
C. Loan sought is long term
D. The percentage of interest charged is
more
E. none of the above

44. An aspect of taxation that involves
normative economics is the A. tax rate
B. effect on incentive to work
C. fairness of the tax
D. tax burden
E. none of the above

45. In a small-scale business, the fixed cost
is ₦5,000 while the Variable cost is ₦15,000.
and the output is 500 units. What will be the
unit cost of goods?
A. ₦400
B. ₦80.00
C. ₦40.00
D. ₦20.00
E. ₦60.00

46. Find the mean of the data 7, -3, 4, -2,
5, -9, 4, 8, -6, 12
A. 4
B. 3
C. 2
D. 1
E. 0

47. How many three-digit numbers can be
formed from 32564 without any digit being
repeated?
A.60
B.120
C.10
D.20
E.40
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48. The slope of the tangent to the curve
y=3x2 -2x+5 at the point (1,6) is
A. 6
B. 5
C. 3
D. 1
E. 4

49. Find the values of x and y respectively if
3x − 5y + 5 = 0 and 4x - 7y + 8 = 0
A. 4, 5
B. 5, 4
C. -5, -4
D. -4.-5
E. -4, 5

50. Three consecutive terms of a geometric
progression are given as n−2, n and n+3,
find the common ratio.
A. 3/2
B. 2/3
C. 1/2
D. ½
E. 2/5
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2014/2015 UNIZIK POST UTME QUESTIONS [ARTS AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES]

Time Allowed: 40 Minutes

Choose the option that best conveys the
meaning of the underlined words

1. I actually gave it to her in good faith.
A. with proof
B. in anticipation
C. in trust
D. in anxiety
E. in trial

2. The president passionately appealed for
calm.
A. inflamingly
B. disturbingly
C. intensely
D. lousily
E. emotionally

3. My mum kept an open house every
Sunday.
A. keep our doors open
B. welcomed all visitors
C. exposed the whole house to air
D. kept only windows open
E. kept both windows and doors

4. Take courage whenever your house is in
turmoil.
A. devastation
B. crisis
C. trial
D. tragedy
E. danger

Choose the option that most suitablyfills
the space

5. What makes you that way.
A. have acted
B. to act
C. acting
D. acted
E. act

6. The University both in its administrative
and academic sectors the best.
A. deserve
B. is deserving
C. deserves
D. are deserving
E. richly deserve

7. One of the athletes round the
field three - time every morning
A. use to run
B. are used to
C. is used to running
D. are used to run
E. are used to running

8. The very moment she the culprit,
she will call the police. A. saw
B. is seeing
C. will see
D. has seen
E. sees

9. The school is represented by a .
A. smart little American girl
B. little smart girl American
C. smart little girl American
D. little American smart girl
E. smart American little girl

10. My sister a lot when she
was a trader.
A. used travel
B. was used to travel
C. used to travel
D. use travel
E. was used to travelling

11. Where Buses .
A. does/resources
B. is a/resource
C. are/resources
D. were/resources
E. were a/resource

12. The man came home in connection
the land dispute.

A. to
B. with
C. up
D. off
E. on.

Choose the option that is opposite in
meaning to the underlined words.

13. I was in that concert as a spectator.
A. actor
B. judge
C. moderator
D. usher
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E. bouncer

14. The woman gave food to that child
reluctantly.
A. eagerly
B. furiously
C. laboriously
D. calmly
E. angrily

15. An expertmechanic worked on that
your car.
A. experienced
B. amateurish
C. awkward
D. unscientific
E. well trained

16. This behaviour will bring discredit to
the family.
A. honour
B. shame
C. reward
D. disgrace
E. embarrassment

Identify the word that has a different
vowel sound from the others

17. A. Toil
B. rejoice
C. enjoy
D. log

18. there
B. dear
C. fair
D. bear

19. A. rough
B. dog
C. cough
D. rot

Identify the word that has the same
stress pattern as the given word.

20. Downtrodden
A. functional
B. internal
C. downgrading
D. prescribing

Choose the correct or best answer tothe
following questions

21. One major different between power and
authority that authority is .
A. popularly acquired
B. more costly to exercise
C. less dependent on force
D. exercised more frequently
E. none of the above

22. The advantage of the principle of
separation of power is that it provides for

.
A. an executive premier
B. a powerful legislature
C. a very strong executive
D. checks and balances
E. very weak legislature

23. Igbo traditional system of governance
encourages participation through .
A. Ozo title
B. Segmentary Kingship
C. Divine Kingship
D. town assembly
E. divinations.

24. One of these is not necessarily a
characteristic of a nation state.
A. definite boundary
B. sovereignty
C. independence
D. common language
E. one leadership

25. Southern Nigeria was divided into
Eastern and Western provinces for
administrative purpose in .
A. 1935
B. 1937
C. 1939
D. 1941
E. 1960

26. Under socialisation, the control of power
resides with the .
A. Peasants
B. bourgeoise
C. nobles
D. proletariat
E. civil servants

27. The major problem of the Nigerians with
the structure in the first republic was .
A. ethnicity
B. politicisation of the military
C. lopsided size of the component units
D. rigging of election
E. all of the above
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28. The legislative organ of the federal
government in the first republic was .
A. parliament
B. judiciary
C. legislative council
D. national assembly
E. state assembly

29. Bicameral legislatures are popular in
.

A. unitary systems
B. federal systems
C. confederal systems
D. rigid systems
E. mixed systems

30. In Sokoto caliphate, the system of
government was .
A. democratic
B. authoritarian
C. populist
D. totalitarian
E. liberation

31. Traditional rulers were restricted to
ceremonial roles by the Local Government
Reforms of .
A. 1966
B. 1976
C. 1984
D. 1987
E. 1970

32. An ideology that advocates government
control of all sources of power is .
A. Totalitarianism
B. Feudalism
C. Liberation
D. Democracy
E. Populist

33. Law making under military regimes is
done through .
A. delegated legislature
B. administrative enactments
C. the promulgation of decrees
D. the ministry of justice
E. uplifting the constitution

34. The civil servants belongs to the organ
of government called the .
A. legislature
B. executive
C. judiciary
D. parastatals
E. ministry

35. In British West Africa, the elective
principle was introduced in .
A. Sierra Leone
B. Nigeria
C. Ghana
D. Gambia
E. Benin Republic

36. All these are direct taxes except .
A. company income tax
B. capital tax
C. purchase tax
D. personal income tax
E. capital gains tax

37. One of these is not an indirect tax.
A. exercise duty
B. company tax
C. import duty
D. export duty
E. sales tax

38. A limited liability company is owned by
.

A. an individual
B. two or more partners
C. shareholders
D. government
E. bank

39. The rationing of scarce goods in a free-
market economy is done principally by

.
A. the government
B. business organisations
C. the price mechanism
D. consumers
E. both A and B

40. The main economic goal of ECOWAS is
to attain .
A. rational free trade
B. multilateral trade
C. bilateral trade
D. economic self-reliance
E. the economic emancipation of Africa

41. Supply of loanable funds is significantly
influenced by .
A. commercial banks
B. mortgage banks
C. financial intermediaries
D. the central bank
E. insurance companies
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42. The most important characteristics of
money is .
A. portability
B. intrinsic value
C. acceptability
D. usefulness
E. beauty

43. The purchasing power of Naira will fall
when .
A. the naira is devalued
B. there is inflation
C. government cuts all salaries and wages
D. the colour of naira is changed
E. workers are retrenched

44. The most important advantage of
cooperative society is .
A. their high degree of democracy
B. the increase in the cost of marketing
C. that members are encouraged to save
money
D. the possibility of raising loans for others
E. they give loans without caring how
members will repay

45. For normal goods, the income elasticity
of demand is .
A. positive
B. negative
C. zero
D. infinite
E. in between

46. An increase in supply will lower price
except .
A. supply is perfectly inelastic
B. demand is perfectly inelastic
C. it is followed by increase in demand
D. demand is highly inelastic
E. A and C

47. The law of diminishing returns begins to
operate when:
A. total product begins to rise
B. total product begins to fall
C. marginal product begins to fall
D. marginal product begins to rise
E. both coral and marginal product rise

48. To increase its profit margin, the
monopolist can manipulate .
A. both price and output
B. either price or output
C. only its price
D. only its output
E. neither price nor output

49. A perfect example of a public good is
.

A. air
B. education
C. defence
D. transport
E. church

50. Commercial banks reserves at the
central bank have the effect of .
A. controlling credit and money supply
B. discouraging banking operations
C. advancing trade prospects
D. reducing bank frauds
E. C and D
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2014/2015 UNIZIK POST UTME QUESTIONS [FACULTY OFLAW
AND EDUCATION]

Choose the option that best conveys the
meaning of the underlined words

1. The leader in today's issue of our
magazine focuses of child abduction.
A. president
B. headline
C. editorial
D. columnist
E. proprietor

2. Every member of that panel should be
above board.
A. afloat
B. on top of a hoard
C. not be suspicious
D. above suspicion
E. chairman of a board

3. We have surplus food this year.
A. just enough that we need
B. more than we need
C. plenty
D. limitless
E. scarcity of

4. Wow! The old woman wished she could
put the clock back.
A. stop the clock
B. go back in time
C. put down the clock
D. have more time
E. take back the clock to the owner

Choose the option that most suitablyfills
the space.

5. They donation with thanks.
A. reserved
B. recived
C. received
D. receved
E. receipt

6. In West Africa, the of sickle cell is
about 15%.
A. incident
B. incidence
C. accident
D. accidence
E. incense

7. He brought a typewriter with a view
to type.

A. to learning
B. to learnt
C. to learning
D. to be learnt
E. to have learnt

8. It is time we eating late.
A. stop
B. are to stop
C. will stop
D. are to stop
E. stopped

9. I told him ,I had no chance.
A. quite by frankness
B. quite frankly
C. quite in frankness
D. quite being frank
E. quite to be frank

10. My son has performed , he did last
year.
A. as brilliant
B. more brilliant than
C. as brilliantly as
D. brilliant than
E. same brilliant as

11. The husband and wife love very
much.
A. themselves
B. each other
C. one another
D. themselves
E. each others

12. The mad man stabbed the girl
the back.
A. in
B. on
C. at
D. inside
E. by

13. He was disappointed the way you
reacted.
A. by
B. for
C. due
D. at
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E. according to

Choose the option that is opposite in
meaning to the underlined words

14. It risky to reside in cities that are
ravaged by crime.
A. free from
B. spoilt by
C. suffering from
D. haven of
E. full of

15. Some people will prefer to give evasive
answers to straightforward questions.
A. direct
B. outspoken
C. simple
D. truthful
E. clever

16. Inflation deterred our plan to buy car
this year.
A. deferred
B. irritated
C. impelled
D. restricted
E. encouraged

17. The decision of the senate was upheld
by the council.
A. held up
B. undercut
C. maintained
D. abolished
E. reversed

Choose the option that has same vowel
sound as the one represented by the
underlined letters

18. Air
A. heir
B. her
C. hear
D. fire

19. Pleasure
A. pliable
B. pleat
C. plenary
D. jeopardy

Identify the word that has the same
stress pattern as the given word(s).

20. Refuse (noun)

A. intact
B. obscure
C. phantom
D. reform

Choose the correct or best answer tothe
following questions.

21. In economics, the inferior goods are
defined as goods .
A. whose quality is low
B. consumed by very poor people
C. whose consumption falls when
consumers' income rise
D. which satisfies only the basic needs
E. none of the above.

22. Utility means .
A. usefulness
B. power of satisfaction of want
C. beneficial
D. advantageous
E. consumable

23. The dominant form of tax in Nigeria
is .
A. direct
B. indirect
C. inheritance
D. personal income
E. value-added

24. An economy in which both the public
and the private contribute sustainably to the
growth of output is .
A. a socialist economy
B. a capitalist economy
C. a mixed economy
D. industrialised economy
E. a pleasant economy

25. Retailers are more in number than
wholesalers because .
A. retail business may not be registered or
incorporated
B. retail business requires less expertise
C. retailers deal with final consumers
D. all whole sale businesses are large
enterprise
E. all retail businesses are small enterprise.

26. The decision in a sole proprietorship are
made by .
A. government
B. board of directors
C. management
D. shareholder's conference
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E. owner

27. The advantages that accrue to a firm as
the firm n increases are known as .
A. external diseconomies
B. internal returns to scale
C. internal economies
D. external diseconomies
E. constant returns to scale

28. One Main quality of a good is that
it .
A. is sold in the market
B. satisfies wants
C. is made in the country
D. is always tangible
E. is non-perishable.

29. In economic life choice is necessitated
by .
A. the need to construct the scale of
preference
B. the opportunity cost of consumption
C. unlimited want
D. scarcity of economic resources
E. all of the above

30. The stock exchange market is
where .
A. business borrow some capital
B. the federal government trades on
treasury bill
C. existing bonds and stocks are traded
D. new stock and shares are traded
E. none of the above

31. Which of these countries operate an
unwritten constitution?
A. Nigeria
B. Canada
C. Australia
D. USA
E. Great Britain

32. Which of these can change citizenship?
A. renunciation
B. remarriage
C. divorce
D. conviction
E. unfaithfulness in marriage

33. A country consisting of units that are
semiautonomous is .
A. a confederation
B. federation
C. a region
D. unitary

E none of the above

34. Public opinion can he influence
commonly by .
A. public public-making
B. legislation
C. propaganda
D. lobbying
E. judicial force

35. Democracy is characterised by all except
.

A. popular sovereignty
B. regular elections
C. majority rule
D. limited franchise
E. minority rule

36. A flexible constitution is one that is .
A. amended periodically
B. easy to amend
C. amendable with difficulty
D. easy to interpret
E. difficult to manipulate

37. One of these is not associated with local
Government elections.
A. Constituency
B. Ballot box
C. Electoral officer
D. Ward
E. Voter's card

38. The Aba women riot was caused by the
attempt to introduce .
A. indirect rule to Southern Nigeria
B. Direct taxes
C. The Warrant Chief System
D. reed labour
E. B and C.

39. Franchise ensures .
A. participation in public affairs
B. a classless democratic system
C. an emergence of ideal leadership
D. equal presentation
E. none of the above.

40. One/some of the main function(s) of
political party are .
A. political evaluation
B. Interest aggregation
C. political accountability
D. A and B
E. B and C
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41. What number has its logarithm to base
10 as 2.3482
A. 223.3
B. 0.2228
C. 2.235
D. 22.37
E. 02229

42. The length of a rectangle is 9cm more
than the width. If the perimeter of the
rectangle is 30cm, find the length of the
rectangle
A. 21cm
B. 12cm
C. 9cm
D. 3cm
E. 15cm

43. Mr Obi sold a shirt for ₦81 making 8%
profit. How much did he buy the shirt?
A. ₦73
B. ₦74.52
C. ₦75
D. ₦ 75.52
E. ₦87.48

44. If 10x= 0.2 and log10 2 = 0.3010, Find X
A. 3010
B. -0.6990
C. 0.6990
D. 1.3010
E. 0.02

45. The hand of a clock rotates for one hour
30 minutes. What angle does it rotates
through within is time?
A. 90°
B. 180°
C. 640°
D. 450°
E. 540°.

46. If 2x + 3y = 1 and x ─ 2y = 11, Find (x
+ y)
A. 5
B. -3
C. 8
D. 2
E. -2

47. In a class of 120 students. 18 scored
"Grade A" in mathematics. If the section
representing the A grade a pie chart has
angle Z° at the centre of the circle, what is
Z?
A. 15
B. 27

C. 50
D. 52
E. 54

48. An arc of a circle of radius 6cm is 8cm
long. Find area of the sector.
A. 5 1/3 cm2

B. 24 cm2

C. 35 cm2

D. 48 cm2

E. 30 cm2

49. What is the circumference of radius of
the earth?
A. R Cosθ
B. 2πR Cos θ
C. R Sin θ
D. 2πRSin θ
E. πR Cos θ X 2πR Sin θ

50. If x is the sum of prime numbers
between 1 and 6; and y is the sum of the
H.C.F. of 6, 9 and 15. Find the product of x
and y.
A. 8
B. 10
C. 20
D. 30
E. 24
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2015/2016 UNIZIK POST UTME QUESTIONS

Choose the word that best completes
each of the following sentences

1. The soldiers pledged their loyalty
to the new Government.
A. enduring
B. tireless
C. complete
D. questionable

2. It is desirable you there when he
arrives.
A. be
B. are
C. will be
D. should

3. All the people in the bus died in that
accident.

A. serious
B. reckless
C. fatal
D. dangerous

4. John will never tell you everything: he is
very .
A. quiet
B. realistic
C. secretive
D. reserved

5. The two Trade Unions decided to in
order to form a stronger organization.
A. Intermix
B. amalgamate
C. consolidate
D. join

Choose the Interpretation that you
consider the most appropriate for each
sentence.

6. Christian is very down to earth. This
means that Christian is .
A. a good farmer
B. rather short
C. Tactical and sensible
D. rough and dirty

7. She delivered her speech without turning
a hair. This means that she delivered her
speech without .
A. any emotion
B. combing her hair

C. nodding
D. looking up

8. One of the hens we bought ten
eggs already.
A. have laid
B. has layed
C. has lain
D. has

9. There is an interesting article in the issue
of UNIZIK Bulletin.
A. existing
B. current
C. actual
D. contemporary

10. The dismissed workers up
trouble among their colleague.
A. starred
B. steered
C. stirred
D. started

11. In one and half hours, the minute hand
of a clock rotates through an angle of
A. 90°
B. 180°
C. 540°
D. 450°

12. I am x years and my brother is 3 years
older. How old was my bother last year?
A. (x - 4) years
B. 18 (x-2) years
C. (3x -1) years
D. (3x + 1) years

13. A 10.0g of salt was weighted by Frank
as 10.2g. What is the Percentage error? A.
20 %
B. 2% 19
C. 0.2%
D. 1%

14. If the cost of renovating 5m2 room is
₦500, what is the cost of renovating a 10m2

room? A. ₦1,000
B. ₦2,500
C. ₦2,000
D. ₦10,000

15. Which of the following in not a pressure
group in Nigeria.
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A. Farmers
B. Nigerian Union of Teachers
C. Academic Staff Union of Universities
D. The Catholic Church

16. An important advantage in creating
more constituent units in a federal state is
to .
A. curb the powers of the federal
government
B. enable ambitious politicians get political
powers
C. take the state gain more power
D. enhance the people's participation in
government

17. The organ of government that is
referred to as the last hope of the common
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man is .
A. the legislature
B. the parliament
C. the judiciary
D. the executive

18. A bill can become law only after the
.

A. presidential assent
B. third reading
C. first reading
D. committee stage

19. The distinction between onshore and
offshore operation lies in the .
A. output generated
B. location of site
C. technique of production
D. size of production

20. A persistent rise in the price of inputs
will lead to .
A. demand-pull inflation
B. cost-push inflation
C. stagflation
D. hyper-inflation
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2017/2018 UNIZIK POST UTME QUESTIONS

TIME ALLOWED: 30 MINUTES

NOTE: Use of cell phones, calculators and
related electronic devices are not allowed.
Any candidate caught in possession of such
will be disqualified!

Fill in the blank in the following sentences
making use of the best of theoptions

1. Who wouldn’t take offence at such a
comment?

A. Ludicrous
B. raucous
C. notorious
D. ridiculous

2. Insulting your elders means
troubles for yourself.

A. creating
B. inviting
C. producing
D. increasing

3. He went to see at the door.
A. whos’
B. whose
C. who’s
D. whom

4. No sooner had I started telling my story
he asked me to stop.

A. when
B. that
C. as
D. than

5. Miss Joy has several food
packages for my birthday party.
A. laid on
B. layed up
C. laid off
D. layed on

6. Many students were into rioting
by the more radical ones.
A. guided
B. gathered
C. guarded
D. goaded

7. he had insufficient qualification,
he was denied admission.

A. hence
B. for the fact
C. being
D. as

8. If I in John’s position, I would go
into politics.
A. am
B. was
C. were
D. be

Choose the interpretation you consider
most appropriate for each expression.

9. The sales man tried to pull the wool over
my eyes. This implies that the salesman
tried to .
A. force me to buy his goods
B. offer me cotton wool
C. makes me buy his wool
D. dupe me
E. cover my eyes with wool

10. Donatus counted his chicken before they
are hatched. This means that he .
A. regarded each egg as a chicken
B. hatched the egg prematurely
C. assumed that his expectation has already
been realised
D. protected her eggs from breaking
E. insured the eggs

11. His account was in the red when they
ask me to pay the debt. This means that
his .
A. was written in red ink
B. is overdrawn
C. is in danger
D. is special
E. is smallest

12. My friend will hate his uncle forever
because he left him in the lurch in his hour
of need. A. abandoned him
B. punished him
C. disrespected
D. disinherited him
E. despised
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Choose the option opposite in meaningto
the word(s) or phrase underlined.

13. The man who had been seriously ill was
convalescing at a sea-side resort.
A. regaining health
B. deteriorating in health
C. recuperating
D. relaxing
E. hallucinating

14. Gabriel will soon get to the zenith of his
profession.
A. peak
B. low
C. nadir
D. bottom
E. foot

15. The antonym of the word verbose
is .
A. Lose
B. concise
C. Intractable
D. overdue
E. heterodox

16. The judge blamed the plaintiff for
misleading the court.
A. Defendant
B. Complainant
C. accuse
D. Prosecution

17. The demonstrators have refused to call
off their action.
A. Consolidate
B. start
C. resume
D. end

Choose the word/expression which best
completes each sentence

18. You to know better than an
illiterate farmer.
A. are suppose
B. are supposed
C. suppose
D. may supposed
E. will suppose

19.The rain when the accident took
place.
A. stopped
B. stopped
C. was stopped

D. had stopped

20.The passenger waited patiently whilst
they transferred his from the taxi to
the bus.
A. properties
B. baggage's
C. Baggage
D. property
E. bagagges

21. The society would be the better for it, if
we desist rumour-mongering.
remarked the Speaker.
A. from
B. away
C. into
D. away from

Choose the best of the options from the
questions below

22. Conditions for forming a federation do
not include of these.
A. small population
B. diverse ethnic group
C. geographical nearness
D. fear of domination

23. Citizenship can be terminated by .
A. Election
B. Denaturalization
C. Preregistration
D. Birth

24. The rule of law demand that a
government should not be .
A. Constitutional
B. Arbitrary
C. Legalistic
D. Authoritative

25. What is the national currency of Japan?
A. Yuan
B. Yen
C. Rand
D. Pound

26. The 1963 constitution in Nigeria is
known as the .
A. presidential constitution
B. independence constitution
C. republican constitution
D. federal constitution

27. One most important achievement of the
military is .
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A. creation of states
B. elimination of corruption
C. preserving Nigerian unity
D. decongesting the ports

28. Which of the following political parties in
Nigeria formed the opposition in the House
of Representatives during the First Republic?
A. NCNC and AG
B. NCNC and UMBC
C. NPC and AG
D. AG and UMBC

29. Which of the following is permanent in
international politics?
A. Bilateral relationship
B. Economic aid
C. Friendship
D. Permanent interest

30. Which organ of the government is
referred to as the last hope of the common
man?
A. the legislative
B. the parliament
C. the executive
D. the judiciary

31. The law of libel limits a citizen’s right of
freedom of .
A. association
B. movement
C. worship
D. expression

32. One of the major sources of constitution
is .
A. judicial precedence
B. politics debate
C. opinion poll
D. executive order

33. ‘Pacification’ refers to the process
through which some areas in Nigeria were
acquired by .A. military conquest
B. gunboat diplomacy
C. signing of treaties
D. peaceful negotiation

34. Federalism was introduced in Nigeria
under the .
A. Richards constitution
B. Lyttleton constitution
C. Macpherson constitution
D. Independent constitution

35. The first black African state to gain
political independence from a colonial power
was .
A. Nigeria
B. Liberia
C. Ghana
D. Ethiopia
E. Guinea

36. A long narrative in which the fate of a
community is dependent on the life and
activities of the hero is .
A. A tragedy
B. A legend
C. An epic
D. A historical narrative

37. A blank verse .
A. is a nonsensical verse
B. consists of unrhymed five stress lines
C. is a verse used by the nobility
D. consists of rhyme in the second and
fourth

38. The most distinctive element of drama is
.

A. Setting
B. Action
C. Dialogue
D. Plot

39. The struggle of the protagonist with
forces that threaten to destroy him is known
as .
A. conflict
B. confrontation
C. battle
D. connotation

40. The dramatic convention in which an
actor alone on the stage speaks his thoughts
aloud is?
A. aside
B. speak
C. overstatement
D. soliloquy

41. In a novel, the antagonist is .
A. a fully developed character
B. a flat character
C. the female character
D. the arch rival of the hero
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